**Media Coverage and Female Athletes**
Thursday, November 2 at 9 p.m.
Research-based information examines the amount and type of coverage given to female athletes.

**Close to Home: Street Medicine**
Friday, November 3 at 8:30 p.m.
The program provides viewers with a glimpse of the complexities the homeless population faces.

**Crying Earth Rise Up**
Saturday, November 4 at 9 p.m.
The film exposes the human cost of uranium mining and its impact on Great Plains drinking water.

**Alzheimer’s: The Caregiver’s Perspective**
Tuesday, November 7 at 9 p.m.
Caretakers share their diverse experiences of caring for loved ones in the world of dementia - from diagnosis to saying the long goodbye.

**Journey to a Miracle: Freedom from Insulin**
Tuesday, November 14 at 9 p.m.
These are heartwarming stories of three families who experience the treatment as miraculous.

**Oh, My Aching Back! Prevention and Treatment**
Friday, November 17 at 8:30 p.m.
Examine the prevention, management and relief of back and neck pain that up to 80 percent of people feel, from diagnosable to chronic and unseen.

**Brainstorm**
Saturday, November 18 at 9 p.m.
A TV news reporter must confront her epilepsy after being fired over a seizure. Stacia Kalinoski pursues brain surgery and documents her journey as a way to raise awareness about the brain disorder that affects 1 in 26 people.

**Aging Matters - End of Life**
Tuesday, November 21 at 9 p.m.
Scholars, doctors and medical ethicists examine the complicated experience of dying.

**Healing Beyond Medicine**
Friday, November 24 at 8:30 p.m.
Explore the healing power of music and touch, as well as the powerful bonds between people and the animals who help them live with daily health challenges.

**I Remember Better When I Paint**
Sunday, November 26 at 8 p.m.
A documentary about the positive impact of art and other creative therapies on people with Alzheimer’s and how these approaches can change the way we look at the disease.

**Hooked: Tracking Heroin’s Hold on Arizona**
Thursday, November 30 at 8:30 p.m.
Heroin users, counselors and law enforcement agents struggle with this epidemic of addiction, which threatens a generation of young people, their families and friends.